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Bien qu’il s’agisse d’un aper$u rapide des grandes &tapes 
du developpement des mathgmatiques dans la seconde moiti& du XIXe 
si.Scle, nous estimons ne’amoins qu’il a 6t6 necessaire de souligner 
l’importance de l’oeuvre de G. Cantor et R. Dedekind, dont 
l’influence sur le d&eloppemcnt des mathgmatiques et sur leur 
philosophie se r6vSle capitale. 
3. Le livre dans son ensemble offre un bon tour d’horizon 
des grands courants des rapports entre la ph,ielosophie et les 
math6matiques de la Renaissance jusqu’au XIX siscle, malgrk le 
fait que certaines consid6rations sont trop ge’n6rales et les 
conclusions tir6es de celles-ci ne sont pas suffisamment argument&es 
ou bien elles sont trop categoriques (quatrisme et septieme chapitre 
par exemple). On peut de meme reprocher B l’auteur de ce qu’il 
n’a pas mentionne certains mathematiciens et philosophes qui 
avaient joue’ un role important dans les rapports entre la phil- 
osophie et les mathematiques, mais il faut constater que ce livre 
bien 6crit et facile 2 lire sera utile au philosophe aussi bien 
qu’ au mathematicien. I1 servira 2. une compr6hension meilleure et 
plus approfondie de la matisre etudi6e dans sa genese et evolution. 
LA TOPOLOGIE ALGCBRIQUE DES ORIGINS i POINCARC. By Jean-Claude 
Pont. Bibliothdque de Philosophie contemporaine. (Presse 
Universitaire de France). 1974. 
Reviewed by H. Freudenthal, Utrecht 
I started reading the present booklet with as much delight 
as I finished it in sad disappointment. The first part--up to 
about p. loo--is much superior in quality to the remainder. As 
far as the author could lean on previous historical analyses, his 
work is excellent, but it shows a lack of criticism wherever 
such support is absent. The idea of the booklet is excellent: 
algebraic topology previous to Poincar6, that is, showing the 
roots of Poincar6’s work on algebraic topology in the past. The 
first chapters are a paragon of historical understanding. Much 
attention is dedicated to developments which never before have 
been considered as carefully and as closely. 
The name “analysis situs ,” under which topology was studied 
from Euler up to Poincare and even beyond, has been coined by 
Leibniz to mean something quite different. It is a pity that the 
author mentions only Leibniz’s letter to Huygens in which the term 
“analysis situs” appears and keeps silent about the sketch from 
Leibniz’s manuscripts, published by Gerhardt, from which it becomes 
clear what Leibniz had in mind. From the author’s representation 
one gets the impression that by some mysterious arguments Grass- 
mann grasped Leibniz’s proper intention. Next, in the chapter on 
“precursors ,‘I the author deals with the Konigsberg bridge problem 
and Euler’s theorem on polyhedra, which took a long time in history 
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to be understood in its topological suppositions and consequences. 
All this is done carefully, and with good historical understanding 
The same holds true of the way the author appreciates Gauss’s 
contributions to topology. In particular, I can highly appreciate 
the author’s stressing one-to-one surface mappings as an important 
force in the development of topology; only instead of the quote 
from Disquisitiones generales cixca superficies curvas (p. 33), 
I would have drawn attention to Euler and Lagrange--if I am not 
mistaken the term “projection,” the first used in surface mapping, 
comes from Euler 1777. 
The “Youth of Topology,” according to the author, starts with 
Listing. It is not an easy task to represent the apparently poor 
contents of Listing’s work in a way which does not obscure his 
historical position. I think, however, that the author succeeded 
quite well. Nevertheless I think it would have been worthwhile 
mentioning that Brouwer took more from Listing than the name 
“topology” alone; there are indications that up to a certain 
point he was more influenced by Listing than by Poincar&. 
The chapter that deals with the development from Riemann to 
Betti is equally well organised, though at no point is it made 
clear for which use in the theory of complex functions Riemann 
introduced his topological concepts. Neither is the historical 
intertwining of homological and homotopical approaches analysed, 
with the bad consequence that some further developments are dif- 
ficult to understand. 
Up to now my remarks s!lould be regarded as supplementary 
rather than critical. The most valuable detail in the remainder 
of the booklet is the author’s--quite convincing--argument that 
the first discoverer of the Moebius band was neither Listing 
nor Moebius, but that both of them took it from Gauss. Rightly, 
the author stresses the merit of considering one-to-one mappings 
also in the case of Moebius, When reading the author’s exposition 
of Moebius ’ theory on areas and volumes of polyhedra, however, i.t 
is a strange experience that the author nowhere indicates that 
this theory was in a more profound way a prelude to algebraic 
topology than only by the fact that it led to the Moebius band. 
It is worse that the author repeats uncritically Moebius’ claim 
to have proved that equality of the combinatorial invariants 
guarantees topological equivalence of surfaces, in particular that 
simply connected domains are topological equivalent. It is even 
stranger that the same mistake is repeated with Jordan, who is 
praised because of his impeccable exposition. In both cases the 
alleged proof consists of nothing but an appeal to geometric 
intuition. 
When tackling Klein’s Erlanger Prograznm (the author calls 
the Erlanger Programm Klein’s "dissertation inaugurale", which 
would mean doctoral thesis. In fact, it was the programme of 
his course as a professor at Erlangen and as such it included 
his inaugural address), the author complains that this document 
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has not yet sufficiently been studied by historians. This is not 
quite true. Anyhow, Klein’s claim that topology was covered by 
the classifying principle of the Erlanger Programm, as being the 
geometry of the group of one-to-one continuous mappings, has since 
long been exposed as sheer nonsense. As far as topology studies 
subsets of euclidean spaces, or more general, metric spaces, it 
is true that it restricts itself to properties which are conserved 
under one-to-one continuous mappings, or otherwise said, that 
starting from metric spaces, topological ones are obtained as 
equivalence classes with respect to one-to-one continuous mappings. 
No groups whatsoever are involved in this procedure, and the author’s 
dithyrambs on Klein’s part in topology are in no way justified by 
placing topology wrongly into the context of the Erlanger Programm. 
Klein’s part in the topology of surfaces is as seriously misinter- 
preted; at this point he did not add anything to what was known by 
Riemann and C. Neumann, except the model of the Klein bottle. 
Klein’s and Wcichhold’s study of “symmetric” Riemann surfaces is 
a misleading example in the present context since the author does 
not make it sufficiently clear that this symmetry is a conformal, 
rather than a topological concept. 
The author claims that von Dyck’s topological investigations 
had been the “turn-table” at the end of that period. I never read 
von Dyck’s papers nor did I evaluate their influence on the 
development of topology. If I may draw any conclusion from the 
pieces of von Dyck’s work quoted by the author, I would guess 
that with von Dyck topology faced a dead end, and that fortunately 
somebody else turned the tables. After von Dyck the author’s 
story fizzles out like a damp squib, notwithstanding the fire- 
works of metaphors and eloquence he displays in the concluding 
chapter. The least one would have expected are indications about 
the points where Poincar6 fastened the loose ends of the topolo- 
gical tradition, but Poincarg’s name is not even mentioned in the 
last chapter. Important pieces are lacking in the author’s 
report: Kronecker’s name is only incidentally mentioned, in the 
story about von Dyck. The attempts at defining the concept of 
a manifold intrinsically are not mentioned at all. Finally, 
differential forms and integral theorems as the driving forces 
in homological theory never appear on the historical stage set by 
the author. It is a pity that work that started with so high 
promise ends in such disappointment. The first half of this book- 
let shows the author as an able historian who deserves encouraging. 
NO doubt he is able enough to digest the present criticism, to 
rework the second part and to bring it to the level of the first. 
I would strongly advise him to try once more, and I am convinced, 
if he does so, he will succeed better than he did the first time. 
